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Abstract

With growing deployment of machine learning (ML) models, ML developers are training or re-training increasingly more deep neural networks (DNNs). They do so to find the most suitable model that meets their accuracy requirement while satisfying the resource and timeliness constraints of the target environment. In large shared clusters, the growing number of neural architecture search (NAS) and training jobs often result in models sharing architectural similarities with others from the same or a different ML developer. However, existing solutions do not provide a systematic mechanism to identify and leverage such similarities.

We present ModelKeeper, the first automated training warmup system that accelerates DNN training by repurposing previously-trained models in a shared cluster. Our key insight is that initializing a training job’s model by transforming an already-trained model’s weights can jump-start it and reduce the total amount of training needed. However, models submitted over time can differ in their architectures and accuracy. Given a new model to train, ModelKeeper scalably identifies its architectural similarity with previously trained models, selects a parent model with high similarity and good model accuracy, and performs structure-aware transformation of weights to preserve maximal information from the parent model during the warmup of new model weights. Our evaluations across thousands of CV and NLP models show that ModelKeeper achieves $1.3 \times - 4.3 \times$ faster training completion with little overhead and no reduction in model accuracy.

1 Introduction

Modern machine learning (ML) clusters train thousands of deep neural networks (DNNs) every day [37, 67]. For a specific ML task, ML developers often start with exploring various model architectures using Neural Architecture Search (NAS) to find the one with desired accuracy [77]. In preparation for model serving, developers may train tens of models to customize the latency-accuracy trade-off across hardware [21, 35], to organize weak and powerful DNNs into different inference stages for fast feature extraction [20], and/or to dynamically select tens of models and combine their predictions to maximize ensemble accuracy [26, 30, 65]. Overall, from inception to deployment, ML development often requires training hundreds of models across developers [62, 75].

Naturally, many recent advances in ML training optimizations have focused on faster DNN execution, e.g., by increasing parallelism [50, 70], improving communication [40, 55], or increasing GPU utilization [28, 68, 69, 73]. However, little has been done to exploit the natural similarity between models that are trained as part of the same NAS process, models targeting the same ML task in different hardware, or models embedded in different applications. Indeed, our analysis of three large CV and NLP model zoos shows that more than 60% of widely-used models can find an architecturally similar counterpart within the same zoo ($\S$2.2).

In this paper, our key insight is that one can reduce the amount of training needed for model convergence by leveraging a well-trained model’s weights to warm up the training of a new model. This is because any DNN model is fundamentally a computation graph of tensor weights and operators; transforming weights of trained models with similar architectures to a new model can accelerate model convergence (similar to transfer learning [60, 71] but across architectures).

Despite the potential for large benefits, there exists little systematic support for automated repurposing of weights. Today’s frameworks may provide pre-trained models, but are limited to a few models and specific datasets, and/or require domain knowledge to manually search, transfer and contribute a trained model’s weights [6]. As such, ML developers have to train models from scratch more often [56]. A few recent AutoML frameworks (e.g., Retiarii [77]) repurpose trained models. However, they are limited to individual jobs within a NAS task because they rely on the lineage of model mutation to enable the transfer. When models are submitted by various developers and/or frameworks with distinct architectures and performance requirements, these solutions do not apply.

We introduce ModelKeeper, a cluster-wide training warmup system, to reduce the training execution needed for model convergence via automated model weight transformation ($\S$3). ModelKeeper adaptively manages a collection of trained models (i.e., `model zoo`) from prior training jobs corresponding to different ML tasks. For a new training job, ModelKeeper selects and transforms a trained model’s weights (i.e., `parent model`) to the training model (i.e., `query model`) before training takes place. It can benefit various ML applications, including exploratory training (e.g., improving Retiarii [77] further) and general training (e.g., using PyTorch [9]) of CV/NLP models, with few-lines-of-code change.
ModelKeeper addresses two primary challenges toward selecting a suitable parent model and repurposing its weights. First, ModelKeeper must determine similarity between two models (§4.1). Intuitively, we can treat each DNN model as a directed graph, where nodes represent tensors (layers) and edges represent data flows, and use heuristics for the classic NP-hard graph edit distance problem [31] to find the matching similarity. However, maximizing matching by skipping nodes can be harmful because the computation of each tensor affects that of the subsequent ones in a trained parent model. To this end, we present a structure-aware dynamic programming approach to capture the similarity (transformable tensor weights) between two models. To scale to real-world zoos with thousands of models, we then introduce a two-stage hierarchical search algorithm to identify similar models efficiently.

Second, perfect matching is unlikely as two models are seldom identical. Therefore, given many candidate parent models with different similarity scores and each with different accuracy, which one to pick and then how to transform its weights to the query model (§4.2)? A more similar parent model enables transforming more weights, while a more accurate one implies a better training jump start after the transformation. When the two are at odds, we adopt a bucketing heuristic: potential parent models are put into different buckets in terms of their similarity to the query model, grouping comparable parent models together. We then pick the most accurate parent from the bucket containing the most similar parent models. Nevertheless, tensor mappings from the parent to the query model can be incomplete (e.g., due to non-identical architectures). To preserve maximal parent model information, we introduce width and depth operators to transform parent model weights into the query model with negligible overhead.

We have integrated ModelKeeper with four popular ML frameworks (§5): Ray [49], AutoKeras [41], MLFlow [75], and Microsoft NNI with Retiarii backend [77].1 Our evaluations across thousands of DNN training jobs in CV and NLP applications (§6) show that ModelKeeper can save 23%–77% total amount of training needed (i.e., 1.3–4.3× faster training) than the state-of-the-art without model accuracy drop, while efficiently serving cluster-scale warmup requests.

Overall, we make the following contributions in this paper:

1. We present ModelKeeper, a system to enable automated training warmup for faster DNN training in clusters;
2. In order to maximize training speedup, we demonstrate how to scalably compute similarities between models and how to transform an already-trained model’s weights to a yet-to-be trained model with little overhead;
3. We integrate ModelKeeper with multiple advanced ML frameworks, and evaluate it across thousands of CV and NLP models to show large improvements.

---

1ModelKeeper is available at https://github.com/SymbioticLab/ModelKeeper.

**2 Background and Motivation**

**2.1 DNN Model Training**

Modern DNN frameworks represent DNN computations as a directed computation graph with tens to thousands of nodes across branches (Figure 1) [9, 38]. Each node implies a mathematical tensor operation (e.g., matrix multiplication or convolution) along with its tensor weights and input, where weights are n-dimensional arrays typically consisting of floats. DNN training often covers thousands of iterations across mini-batches of data to minimize the training loss. In each iteration, the computation graph takes a data mini-batch as the input, and performs a (1) forward pass, where each node conducts the tensor operation on the output of parent nodes to get the training loss regarding the model output and ground truth; and a (2) backward pass, which updates the weight values, from the last to front tensors, using the gradients derived by the training loss with respect to the current weight. Therefore, the DNN model is essentially a graph of weights orchestrated by tensor operators, and training searches the best weight values.

**2.2 Opportunities for Repurposing Models**

In this paper, we focus on reducing the amount of training needed to train a new model by automatically repurposing the weights of previously trained models. Our approach of warming up the weights of a new model before its training starts is based on the following observations.

**Pervasive model similarity.** With the rapid increase in the number of ML training jobs in datacenters [28, 37], similarities between training jobs are increasing too [67]:

- First, for a specific ML task, ML developers often explore various model architectures using Neural Architecture Search (NAS) to find the preferred model architecture (e.g., better capacity-accuracy frontier [77]), or to investigate the performance consistency of new optimizations across models (e.g., ML ablation study) [48]. For example, Microsoft tuning clusters perform as many as 75 exploratory training jobs in median for user apps [46].
- Second, in preparation for ML deployment, developers can train dozens of models to either customize the latency-

![Figure 1: A DNN model is essentially a graph of tensors. Model outputs are determined by tensor weights and their control flow.](https://example.com/dnn-model-graph.png)
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Figure 2: Pervasive model similarity in today’s model zoos. We measure the top-1 and top-5 architectural similarities of each model to other models, and report the distribution across models. 1 indicates identical model architectures.

accuracy tradeoff across hardware (e.g., in video analysis systems [35, 39]), or to dynamically select tens of models and combine their predictions in order to maximize accuracy under changing loads in today’s ensemble-serving systems [30, 65] (e.g., AWS AutoGluon [26]).

Third, the potential for similar models increases with increasing users. For example, over 100K ML models are submitted to Kaggle competitions each month [3]. Each competition can have thousands of developers developing their models independently, and participants are reported to have trained many similar models [22].

Indeed, our analysis of three large public model zoos –Imgclsmob [10] for ImageNet classification (435 models), HuggingFace [2] for English text generation (2.5K models), and NASBench [24] for NAS task (16K models) – reinforces these observations. Figure 2 reports the pairwise architectural similarity across models in each model zoo. We measure the similarity of each model to other zoo models in terms of the normalized graph edit distance of two directed model computation graphs [27] (∈ [0, 1]), where 1 indicates identical graphs. We observe that more than 60% of the models have at least one other model (top-1) in the zoo with a similarity over 0.6. Pervasive similarity is prominent in all these model zoos because modern models often rely on similar architecture designs but with wider/deeper layers or branches. For example, convolution layers are widely-used in CV models [33, 36], while NLP models are often stacked by attention layers [63].

Similar models can warm-start training. Recent theoretical [60] and empirical [71] efforts from the transfer learning community show that inheriting well-trained parent model weights can speed up the training of a new model, because this warm start enables an informed weight initialization (e.g., training from the basin of loss curvature). Yet, different from their focus that manually transfers the same model across datasets for better model generalization accuracy [53, 78], we notice that transforming a trained model’s weights to a new model (i.e., across architectures) can accelerate its training.

Consider the training of ResNet101 on CIFAR-10 dataset as an example. We copy the tensor weights of a well-trained parent model (e.g., ResNet50 or RoR3 [76]) to the ResNet101 tensor if two tensors have identical properties (e.g., same operator and weight dimensions), while the rest of the training proceeds as normal. We notice that (1) warmup training can reduce the amount of training needed, while obtaining the same final accuracy to that of training from scratch with random weight initialization (Figure 3(a)); and (2) the savings are more encouraging when inheriting from more similar models: similarity of ResNet34, ResNet50, and RoR3 to ResNet101 is 0.19, 0.48, and 0.85, respectively – and better performing models (Figure 3(b)), which respectively determine whether it is possible and beneficial to transform the weights.

These improvements are because they speed up the search in the space of weight values. If we consider ResNet101 as an example, (1) warming it up using RoR3’s weights before training starts results in a smaller distance to the final weights achieved when the model converges (Figure 4(a)), and (2) during the training, this informed weight initialization enables smaller gradient variance (i.e., more consistent gradient directions) towards the basin of loss curvature (Figure 4(b)), thus requiring fewer iterations to convergence in theory [12, 53].

3 ModelKeeper Overview

ModelKeeper is an automated training warmup system for various ML tasks that accelerates DNN training by warm-starting models with weights from already-trained models.

Design Space Large training clusters are shared between users with varying expertise, and they can train a large num-
Upon receiving the request, the coordinator responds by first initiating a client connection to the remote data store. When the training completes, ModelKeeper can automatically register the trained model to Zoo Manager for future use.

ModelKeeper must minimize the information needed and overhead incurred for each training model (i.e., query model), while offering users the flexibility in their request (e.g., using ImageNet model zoo to warm start models on other image datasets). In fact, determining which dataset (model zoo) as the source to transfer is as yet an open problem in the transfer learning community [45, 71, 78]. ModelKeeper is complementary to and benefits existing ML efforts as it automates training warmup (e.g., searching, transforming, and contributing a trained parent model’s weights) for a given model zoo, instead of making the developer keep tracking all models and handcraft which model to repurpose [6]. We empirically show that ModelKeeper can benefit the model training across datasets too (§6.4).

For a given model zoo, the effectiveness of transforming parent model weights relies on two key aspects: (i) Model similarity: it dictates the similarity of two model architectures, including the weights shape and operation type of a tensor; and (ii) Parent model accuracy: it determines the value of transformation. Having architectural similarity is the prerequisite to transforming more weights information of a parent model, while better parent model accuracy implies potentially better warm start after transformation.

As such, ModelKeeper should repurpose a parent model with large similarity and better accuracy. We provide the theoretical analysis to support why ModelKeeper can benefit model convergence following this principle in Appendix A.

**System Components** ModelKeeper is a complementary system to existing ML training (Figure 5), and has integrations with various frameworks (e.g., Microsoft NNI [4] and Ray [49]). It consists of the remote coordinator, which serves user query models before their training executes, and the client agent that allows users to submit model warmup requests. ModelKeeper coordinator employs three key components to warm up models by transforming a trained model’s weights:

- **Model Matcher**: to identify architecturally similar models in the zoo of trained models;
- **Model Mapper**: to select a zoo model with good architectural similarity and accuracy as the parent model, and transforms the parent model weights to the query model;
- **Zoo Manager**: to adaptively manage zoo models that can be submitted from users to support transformation at scale.

Figure 6 reports the example interface on the client agent, where the user benefits from ModelKeeper with a few lines of code in training (Coordinator interfaces are in Section 5).

```python
from modelkeeper import ModelKeeperClient
def training_with_keeper(model, dataset):
    # Create client session to keeper coordinator
    keeper_client = ModelKeeperClient(coordinator_ip)
    warned_model, meta = keeper_client.query_for_model(
        model, meta={"data": "Flowers102", "task": "classification", "tags": None})
    acc = train(warned_model, meta=keep_client model) # Training starts
    # Register model to ModelKeeper when training ends
    keeper_client.register_model(warned_model, meta={"data": "Flowers102", "accuracy": acc, "task": "classification", "tags": None})
    keeper_client.stop()
```

**Training Lifecycle** When the developer creates a new training job, ① she first initiates a client connection to the remote ModelKeeper coordinator, and then issues a query with the specified job meta information. ModelKeeper client agent will automatically extract the model information needed (e.g., model computation graph) and issue a request (mostly size < 1 MB) to the coordinator. ② Upon receiving the request, Matcher consults its metadata store, identifies zoo models that the user can access and meet the specified tag (e.g., name of the preferred parent models), and measures their architectural similarity to the query model. ③ Mapper selects a parent model with large architectural similarity and good accuracy out of these zoo models. Thereafter, it loads model weights of this parent model from the data store, and transforms parent model weights, based on pairwise tensor mapping from the Matcher, to the query model. Note that this transformation only updates tensor weight values, while others (e.g., model architecture) remain the same. ④ The coordinator responds to the developer with warmup model weights, and the rest of the training remains as usual. ⑤ When the training completes, ModelKeeper can automatically register the trained model to the Zoo Manager to benefit future jobs.

**ModelKeeper Design**

In large shared clusters, models are often submitted by various developers and/or frameworks with diverse architectures at different points in time. The large variety in model architectures and accuracy characteristics lead to novel system challenges in automating weight transformation from a parent model with high similarity and better accuracy:
Structure-Aware Pairwise Model Matching

We introduce a dynamic programming-based heuristic to measure the end-to-end similarity (i.e., number of weights to transform) of two models. It relies on a similarity table $M_g(i, j)$ to record the best similarity after matching the prefixes of the parent and the query model. Here, $|g_p|$ and $|g_q|$ respectively denote the number of tensors of the parent model and the query model. Then, it enumerates plausible matching operations from previous states (e.g., $M_g(i - 1, j - 1)$), and takes the operation that can acquire the maximum similarity to enter the next state (i.e., $M_g(i, j)$).

Figure 7 shows the execution of our structure-aware matching algorithm. It traverses the similarity table in the topological order of graph tensors. This allows us to embed graph-level information while prioritizing the match of prefixes. To advance to the current tensor pair $(i, j)$, it enumerates three plausible operations:

1. MATCH: transform weights of $i$’s parent to $j$’s parents.
2. SKIP_PARENT: give up transforming tensor $i$’s parent;
3. SKIP_CHILD: give up transforming to tensor $j$’s parent;

Then, it updates the table to obtain the maximum similarity after each step based on previous states as follows:

$$M_g(i, j) = \max_{k \in \text{parent}(i)} \begin{cases} M(k, j_{\text{parent}}) + \text{MATCH}(k, j_{\text{parent}}) & (1) \\ M(k, j) + \text{SKIP_PARENT} & (2) \\ M(i, j_{\text{parent}}) + \text{SKIP_CHILD} & (3) \end{cases}$$

To get the overall transformable weights, we can reward each operation based on the number of tensor weights transformed. When tensor $i$ and $j$ belong to the same operator (e.g., convolution), the fraction of transformed weights along each weights dimension in MATCH operation (1) is:

$$\text{MATCH}(i, j) = \prod_{d \in \text{dim}} \min(\text{dim}(i), \text{dim}(j)) / \prod_{d \in \text{dim}} \max(\text{dim}(i), \text{dim}(j))$$

(4)

Otherwise, we assign MATCH(i, j) to -1, as this transformation is useless and even loses the weights of that parent model tensor. Similarly, SKIP_PARENT is set to -1 as it loses the parent model tensor, and SKIP_CHILD is 0, since it does not transform the parent model tensor.

Capturing the graph-level similarity is more challenging when tensor $j$ of the query model is the intersection of multiple upstream branches. Because different upstream branches to $j$ may follow the same branch of the parent model during their matching, leading to repetitive (conflicting) matching. As shown in Figure 7, when we reach $(6, 5), (2, 3)$ and $(4, 5)$ may both be matched to $(2, 3)$ that maximizes their own similarity. To avoid conflicting matching, the similarity to $j$ is the sum of upstream branches $M_g(i, j) = \sum_{k \in \text{parent}(j)} M_g(i, k)$, and we greedily adopt the matching of a branch to tensor $j$, whose trajectory achieves the largest similarity (i.e., match $(2, 3)$ to $(2, 3)$, to maximize their sum. Meanwhile, we discard the trajectory of other
branches where conflict exists. As such, branch (4) → (5) takes the inferior match (5), where (4) is skipped.

The last entry of the table, i.e., $M(|g_p|, |g_q|)$, gives the end-to-end similarity. Note that we can learn the pairwise tensor mappings by backtracking operations taken to reach $M(|g_p|, |g_q|)$ over the table in linear time. For a specific model, our heuristic will naturally treat the model itself as the most similar model, because matching will always take operation $MATCH(i, i)$ in each step to maximize the similarity.

Figure 8 reports that our pairwise matching can match thousands of model pairs in a second, and achieves higher throughput than the state-of-the-art GED solution [57] in this model matching scenario. More importantly, our empirical results report that our structure-aware matching achieves better training warmup than the GED solution (§6.3).

4.2 Mapper: Transform Maximal Parent Information

The effectiveness of weight transformation is determined by the similarity (transfer more weights) and accuracy (transfer better weights) of parent models. Unfortunately, it is impractical to pick the optimal parent model, since the performance of transformation can only be known after training each derived warmup model to converge. Worse, the variety of model similarity and performance leads to the tussle in selecting the parent model. As shown in Figure 9, while some models (e.g., ResNet34) possess high accuracy, their low similarity to ResNet101 can cap the number of weights that can transform. Next, we introduce Mapper to exploit the sweet spot of both aspects, and then to transform maximal parent model weights in the presence of partial matching.

As shown in Algorithm 1, Mapper relies on Matcher to identify similar models (Line 2). As having a good similarity is the prerequisite for transformation, we need to first ensure picking similar models. To this end, Mapper takes the popular bucketing strategy to allocate models into $B$ buckets in terms of their similarity (Line 14). Taking Figure 9 as an example, with $B = 10$ by default, bucket 10 will accommodate models with similarities between 0.9 and 1.0, so models in the same bucket have comparable similarities. Then, Mapper traverses from the last bucket (bucket 10) to the first until reaching the first one with nonempty models (bucket 9), from which it selects the model with the best performance as the parent model (Line 15). As such, the parent model approaches the boundary of better model similarity and accuracy. Later, Mapper performs structure-aware weight transformation to initialize the query model weights (Line 18).

Algorithm 1: Select the parent model to transform.

---

**Input:** Query model $q$, Model Zoo $M$  
**Output:** Warmup Model Weights

1. NumOfBuckets $B = 10$  
2. Function GetModelSim($Query q$, Models $M$)  
   /* Structure-aware matching for model similarity. */
   3. topo_query_tensors = SortByTopo($q$)  
   4. model_similarity = {}  
   5. for model $m$ ∈ $M$ do  
   6.   similarity_table = zeros(|$g_m$| + 1, |$g_q$| + 1)  
   7.   for tensor $i$ ∈ $CachedModelTopo(m)$ do  
   8.     for tensor $j$ ∈ topo_query_tensors do  
   9.       similarity_table[$i$][$j$] = Equation (1-3)  
   10.   model_similarity[$m$] = similarity_table[|$g_m$|][|$g_q$|]  
   11. return model_similarity

12. Function QueryForModel($Query q$, Model Zoo $M$)  
   /* Bucket models in terms of similarities. Pick the model in the top-similar bucket with the best performance. */
   13. model_similarity = GetModelSim($q$, $M$)  
   14. top_similar_bucket = BucketBySimilarity(model_similarity, $B$).first  
   15. for model ∈ top_similar_bucket do  
   16.   if $model$.perf > $best_parent$.perf then  
   17.     best_parent = model  
   18. return $warmup_weights = TransWeight(best_parent, q)$
mapping of some tensors in the parent or the query model. Here, the straw-man solution (e.g., in Retiarii [77]), which transfers the weights of parent model tensors if and only if two tensors are identical, can be suboptimal (§6.3), since losing the parent model tensor can make the transfer of its subsequent tensors useless.

To preserve maximal parent model information under partial mappings, Mapper employs a width operator and a depth operator, which extend the well-known ML technique for function-preserving model transformation (e.g., Net2Net [17] and Network Morphism [66]). But unlike existing model transformation techniques [41], which are limited to expand the depth and width of a pre-determined model, or complicated transfer learning (e.g., knowledge distillation [34]) that requires additional computation (e.g., pre-training) and/or intrusive implementation, our operators transform the parent model weights into the query model with little overhead.

Our graph-level transformation proceeds in the topological order of tensors. Mapper handles the expanding case similar to today’s function-preserving transformation (Figure 10): (i) to transform a parent model tensor to a wider query model tensor, the width operator copies the parent model weights to its mapping tensor of the query model, and pads the rest of the columns via weighted replication from other columns; and (ii) when the mapping requires inserting a new tensor into the parent model (i.e., SKIP_CHILD), the depth operator will initialize the weights of this mapping tensor to an identity tensor. i.e., this tensor will directly pass the output of its parent tensors to the child tensors, in order to keep the same parent model’s output. Readers can refer to Net2Net [17] for more details. We note that both expanding operations, in theory, can preserve the parent model information (i.e., with the same tensor output) for many tensor operators (e.g., the wide-used full connection and convolution layers).

The pruning case, however, cannot preserve full parent model information, because we lose some tensor weights of the parent model in transformation. Our solution is inspired by today’s ML model pruning criteria [32]. Specifically, when we need to fit wider tensor weights (i.e., with larger array dimensions) to a smaller dimensional tensor of the query model, the width operator will progressively pick and copy the largest weight values of the parent model tensor to the mapping tensor of the query model. This is because, intuitively and empirically, larger magnitude values often have more impact on the model output [14]. From the depth perspective, when we skip transforming (i.e., SKIP_PARENT) a parent model tensor, the depth operator will add noise to the weight values of that tensor’s neighbors. It disturbs the affinity of trained parent model weights so that neighboring tensors can still keep most information while being able to learn new weights [51].

Our transformation can be applied to various models for informed weight initialization. Thereafter, training proceeds as normal, and the warmup model will gradually converge the weight values that fit its architecture the best. As a generic system, ModelKeeper can accommodate other transformation techniques too as they become available. We provide a theoretical analysis of our transformation in Appendix A.2, and empirically show performance improvements using our transformation over its counterparts (§6.3).

### 4.3 Zoo Manager: Transform Effectively At Scale

In reality, cluster users register their trained models to the model zoo on the fly, leading to scalability and performance challenges. First, while gathering more models increases the opportunity to transform better parents, the ever-growing number of models (e.g., > 70K models in the HuggingFace model hub of all tasks [2]) and model size (e.g., NLP models can be tens of GBs [16]) can lead to large matching overhead and storage cost. Moreover, models registering to the zoo may have low accuracy (e.g., due to insufficient training), which can harm the effectiveness of weight transformation. As such, ModelKeeper employs a Zoo Manager to support effective transformation at scale under dynamics.

**Two-Stage Hierarchical Model Matching** Despite being able to match thousands of lightweight CV models every minute (Figure 8), our pairwise matching heuristic can still be insufficient for model zoos with tens of thousands of models or complicated model architectures (e.g., NLP models). For example, to serve a query model using the HuggingFace model zoo for English text generation (2.5K models), performing pairwise matching on these zoo models can take ~17 minutes, namely, 2.5K models over the throughput (145 matching/minute). This long search time is further exacerbated in today’s large cluster with sub-minute job arrivals [37], eventually hurting the user experience.

To ensure an interactive service, Zoo Manager adaptively clusters zoo models into a well-defined number of groups, whereby Matcher can perform two-stage matching to reduce the number of matching pairs needed to identify more similar models. Intuitively, models with similar architectures would have comparable model similarity to the same query model, so we may be able to cluster zoo models into multiple groups, and then perform pairwise matching on the group members of top similar model groups. However, it is non-trivial to decide what features to use for clustering models, and how many groups are needed. Clustering too few groups does not scale down the problem enough, while too many can lead to a large overhead in identifying which group to prioritize.

We deploy K-medoids clustering [52] to combine pair-
wise model matching and clustering to find a sweet spot. K-medoids can directly take the distance between two points as input to minimize the distance between data points and their cluster center. Here, models can be taken as different points, and the distance is the reciprocal of their similarity. Compared to other clustering methods (e.g., K-means), K-medoids circumvents the need for embedding complicated model graphs, and it is more compatible with pairwise model matching.

As shown in Figure 11, when a query model arrives, Matcher identifies its similarity to each group medoid, and then conducts pairwise matching on the members of top similar groups. Similarly, when a new model registers, Matcher measures its similarity to group medoids, and assigns this new model to the group whose medoid is the most similar. This enables interactive queries to the latest models. Later, Matcher periodically triggers K-medoids to update the clustering.

To select the most similar models for each query model, Matcher identifies the best group medoid \( i \) by performing \( K \) pairwise matching, followed by \( K_i \) runs to match the members of group \( i \). Assuming a zoo of \( M \) models \( (M = \sum K_i) \), to minimize the average matching runs on each group (i.e., \( \min ((K + K_i)/K) \)), we can get the optimal number of groups \( K^* = \sqrt{M} \). Figure 12 reports that, compared to the non-clustering design (i.e., \( K = 1 \)), this two-stage design requires matching only 5%-16% of all zoo models to identify the most similar models, thus reducing the query hang time (§6.3).

Capping Zoo Size Hosting all zoo models can consume noticeable storage space. For example, the HuggingFace model zoo takes tens of TBs of storage [2]. In fact and understandably, we notice that a small portion of zoo models are more frequently repurposed than others (Figure 13). This is because certain models contain more similar blocks to other models (e.g., ResNet50 is more likely to be used to warm up other large ResNet models than ResNet18).

To harvest more warmup opportunities subject to the zoo capacity limit, we can formulate it as a knapsack packing problem, where each item (model) is associated with a weight (model size) and a value (repurposing frequency as the parent model), and our goal is to maximize the total value achieved. Namely, warm up as many jobs as possible (aka maximum total repurposing frequency). As such, solving this packing problem enables us to identify which item (model) to keep in the knapsack (model zoo). But on the other hand, models that are popular to train can change over time. For example, users incline to train more recent and/or advanced models. To account for the temporal variation in the repurposing frequency of each zoo model, we take the moving average of model values (e.g., decaying their repurposing frequency by 0.9 every day), and trigger the packing solver upon reaching the storage limit. We show that ModelKeeper can perform well even under severe storage limit (§6.4).

Avoiding Low-Accuracy Models Low accuracy models registering to the zoo (e.g., due to user error) not only wastes storage but can harm the transformation, so we need to ensure the zoo uses models with decent accuracy. To this end, other than selecting the model with better accuracy as the parent using the bucketing design at the query time, Zoo Manager evicts zoo models with outlier accuracy at runtime. By default, we take the popular Z-score criteria (i.e., model accuracy below the mean by more than two standard deviations) to identify outliers [58]. Moreover, for the same model architecture, it only keeps the model with the best accuracy. We show that ModelKeeper can accelerate training even in the presence of low accuracy models in unfavorable environments (§6.4).

Complexity Analysis The complexity of pairwise model matching is \( O(|g_p| \times |g_q|) \), and that of model clustering is \( O(M^{2.5}) \) for the zoo with \( M \) models. Mapper takes linear time to select and transform the parent model. The magnitude of these factors is mostly within \( O(1K) \) (§6.1). Our evaluations

\[^{3}\text{We omit the complexity in enumerating tensor parents (i.e., } k \in \text{parent}(i)\text{), since the node degree is orders of magnitude smaller than } |g_q|\text{.}\]
show that ModelKeeper incurs negligible overhead (§6.3).

5 Implementation

We have implemented a system prototype of ModelKeeper, with around 2K lines of Python code as the frontend library and 1K lines of C++ code as the backend. Our implementation provides user-friendly APIs and supports many popular ML frameworks, such as Microsoft NNI [4], AutoKeras [41], Ray [49], and MLflow [5], with few-lines-of-code plugins.

ModelKeeper Components ModelKeeper coordinator supports distributed deployment across machines. Each coordinator controller processes a single scheduling thread to poll client requests from its queue, and reserves a thread pool for Matcher. Matcher performs pairwise model matching in parallel for each query model, and then Mapper creates a worker thread to transform parent model weights using numpy format. Zoo Manager updates the model clustering every 5 minutes, and uses ortools library to solve the knapsack problem. The client agent communicates with the coordinator via TCP connections.

Fault Tolerance ModelKeeper uses Redis in the coordinator to store the metadata and model weights in a fault-tolerant manner, and this metadata is cached in the memory with small footprints. Changes to the model zoo (e.g., registering new models) follow the write-ahead transaction to the storage. At runtime, the coordinator runs a daemon process to monitor the liveness of the service, which will create a new service process if the existing one crashes. The new process then fetches the latest checkpoint from Redis to catch up.

Interfaces We pack interfaces into a Python library. The cluster manager can initiate the coordinator in three lines:

```python
from modelkeeper import ModelKeeperCoordinator
keeper_service = ModelKeeperCoordinator(config)
keeper_service.start()
```

Users can initiate the client agent in a few lines (Figure 6).

6 Evaluation

We evaluate the effectiveness of ModelKeeper on three main-stream frameworks for exploratory and general DNN training, using five large-scale CV and NLP model zoos across thousands of models. We summarize the results as follows:

- ModelKeeper saves 23%-77% total amount of training execution needed (i.e., 1.3×-4.3× faster training) than the state-of-the-art without accuracy drop of models (§6.2).
- ModelKeeper outperforms its counterparts by exploiting the parent model with high similarity and better accuracy using different design components (§6.3).
- ModelKeeper improves performance over a wide range of parameters and practical cluster setups in the wild (§6.4).

6.1 Methodology

Cluster setup. We evaluate ModelKeeper on an 80-node cluster (40 GPU nodes and 40 CPU nodes). Each GPU node has a Tesla P100 GPU with 16 GB GPU memory and 16-core CPUs. Since most HuggingFace NLP models exceed our GPU memory capacity, we resort to CPU nodes. Each node has 32-core CPUs and 384 GB of memory. ModelKeeper coordinator runs on a 32-CPU server with 10 Gbps bandwidth.

Workloads. We evaluate ModelKeeper using five widely-used CV/NLP model zoos and realistic workloads (Table 1):

- NASBench [24]: an image classification model zoo with thousands of lightweight models for NAS task.
- AutoKeras Zoo [41]: a CNN model zoo generated by AutoKeras during the bayesian NAS searching.
- Imgclsmob [10]: a popular zoo of state-of-the-art CV models (e.g., DenseNet [36]). Most models are heavyweight.
- V-Ensemble [65]: a benchmarking workload for ensemble training, which has hundreds of variants of VGG models.
- HuggingFace [2]: a collection of advanced HuggingFace NLP models (e.g., Bert [23]) for next word prediction.

We train Imgclsmob-Small models on CIFAR dataset and ImageNet32 dataset for 32×32 small image inputs, Imgclsmob models on Flowers102 dataset for 224×224 large images, and HuggingFace models on the large WikiText dataset. ImageNet32 is a downscaled 120-category ImageNet dataset (e.g., smaller input size) for efficient computation.

To emulate practical cluster setups, NAS models are generated by the searching algorithm on the fly, and training jobs are submitted following the arrival of Microsoft Trace [37]. The same workload does not contain identical model architectures. ModelKeeper model zoo starts empty for each workload, and jobs contribute (upload) their trained models to the zoo as they complete over time.

Parameters. We follow the default setting specified in each model zoo: (1) CV models: the SGD optimizer with minibatch size 64 and initial learning rate 0.01; and (2) NLP models: the AdamW optimizer with minibatch size 32 and initial learning rate 8e-5. We use the ReduceLROnPlateau scheduler to decay the learning rate by 0.5 once the training loss stagnates.

Baselines. We compare ModelKeeper to the following:

- Retiarii [77]: Microsoft’s training framework that relies on the lineage of graph mutation to warm up NAS models.
- AutoKeras [41]: An advanced AutoML system based on Keras that applies lineage-based warmup for NAS models.
- MotherNet [65]: An ad-hoc ensemble training algorithm that trains a model subnet, which introduces intrusive overhead and implementation, to warm start models.

Existing efforts limit to individual NAS/ensemble jobs, while ModelKeeper can support various tasks across jobs and users.

Metrics. We care about the training execution time needed to train to converge and the model convergence accuracy.

We run with five realistic Microsoft Traces [56], and report the average over 5 runs.
Table 1: Summary of improvements. ModelKeeper improves training execution time without accuracy drop, by reducing the amount of training needed (i.e., GPU Saving). Accuracy difference is defined by Acc.(Keeper) - Acc.(Baseline), and smaller perplexity is better.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Workload</th>
<th># of Models</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Avg. Time Improvement</th>
<th>Avg. Acc. Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exploratory Training</td>
<td>Grid Search NAS</td>
<td>NASBench [24]</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>CIFAR-100</td>
<td>2.9×</td>
<td>0.39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Evolution NAS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.4×</td>
<td>0.38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AK-Bayesian NAS [41]</td>
<td>AutoKeras Zoo [41]</td>
<td>500</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.3×</td>
<td>0.31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Training</td>
<td>Image Classification</td>
<td>Imgclsmob-Small</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>CIFAR-10</td>
<td>2.1×</td>
<td>0.02%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.6×</td>
<td>0.18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.3×</td>
<td>0.03%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensemble Training</td>
<td>V-Ensemble [65]</td>
<td>104</td>
<td></td>
<td>CIFAR-100</td>
<td>1.7×</td>
<td>0.08%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language Modeling</td>
<td>HuggingFace [2]</td>
<td>69</td>
<td></td>
<td>WikiText-103 [47]</td>
<td>1.8×</td>
<td>-0.13 perplexity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 14: ModelKeeper outperforms existing warmup training.

6.2 End-to-End Performance

In this section, we evaluate how ModelKeeper (Keeper) is complementary to and benefits today’s ML frameworks. Here, we run the NAS task using Microsoft NNI (with Retiarii backend [77]) and AutoKeras, and other training tasks on Ray [49]. Table 1 summarizes the average improvement on each training workload after applying ModelKeeper.

ModelKeeper outperforms existing warmup solutions. ModelKeeper outperforms existing training warmup solutions in Retiarii, AutoKeras, and MotherNet by $1.7\times$-$4.3\times$ (Figure 14), by saving 43.1%-76.7% total amount of training needed. Their inefficiency is due to two primary reasons:

(i) Suboptimal parent model selection: Retiarii and AutoKeras track the lineage of graph mutation and treat the base model in evolution as the parent model. However, as multiple layers can be modified on the base model in searching new models, such rigid parent selection can miss better parent models out of other explored NAS models. Similarly, MotherNet not only requires additional training of the model subnet, but can not repurpose better-trained models on the fly.

(ii) Insufficient weight transformation: Their design, which simply copies the weights from the parent model when two tensors are identical, is lossier than ModelKeeper. For example, inserting randomly initialized prefix tensors can make the copy of subsequent tensors useless.

Meanwhile, they are limited to specific NAS or ensemble training tasks and cannot serve various DNN training jobs on the fly in the cluster wide.

Figure 15: ModelKeeper improves general training tasks.

ModelKeeper accelerates ML training for various tasks. Figure 15 and Table 2 report the performance of individual jobs. Compared to training from scratch, we observe that:

(i) ModelKeeper achieves $1.3\times$-$4.3\times$ faster training, saving 23%-77% training execution, across a wide range of work-
Table 2: Keeper saves training execution time of individual jobs without accuracy drop. Smaller perplexity (ppl) is better.

Table 2: Keeper saves training execution time of individual jobs without accuracy drop. Smaller perplexity (ppl) is better.

ModelKeeper speeds up training without accuracy drop. Table 1 and Table 2 report that, on average, ModelKeeper can achieve similar (or even slightly better) final model accuracy. Intuitively, ModelKeeper should perform no worse than baseline accuracy, since the rest of the training (e.g., data) remains the same. However, we note that this slightly better model performance is consistent with the observations in ML network morphism [66], which interprets it as the internal regularization ability. Specifically, by transferring from well-trained models, model weights have been placed in a good position in the space, resulting in a more regularized network to reach a better basin of the loss curvature [25, 66]. In contrast, training from scratch can get stuck in local minima.

6.3 Performance Breakdown

In the rest of the evaluations, we refer to the improvement on V-Ensemble as that over training from scratch for brevity.

Breakdown of Components We break down ModelKeeper by disabling Matcher and Mapper respectively: (1) Keeper w/o Matcher: remove our Matcher design, and instead resort to a state-of-the-art graph matching strategy [57] to select a parent model with the most pairwise tensor mappings; and (2) Keeper w/o Mapper: disable our Mapper design, so only transform the parent model weight if and only if two tensors are identical. Figure 16 reports the improvement of these variants. We notice: (i) the classic GED solution, in Keeper w/o Matcher, achieves suboptimal performance, since model matching prefers to match prefixes, and partial matching allows better overall similarity. (ii) transforming weights only for identical tensors, in Keeper w/o Mapper, is inferior to Keeper information-preserving transformation. (iii) Matcher and Mapper contribute comparable improvements.

Breakdown of Improvement Characteristics Figure 17 reports the average improvement after categorizing training models by their similarity to the parent model. We note that: (1) Keeper tends to achieve better execution saving for models with a higher parent model similarity. This again supports our parent model selection criteria that prioritize models with higher architectural similarity. (2) Improvements of different similarity regimes (e.g., [0.7, 0.8] vs. [0.8, 0.9]) are often distinct, and this becomes vague as similarity over 0.8. Because most layers have been largely warmed up, and deeper layers are too specific to the parent model to be transferable [71].

Overhead Analysis Figure 18 reports Keeper’s overhead, i.e., the time taken between initiating the query and starting to train, over the training execution time. We report the average of all jobs, and notice that Keeper introduces less than 1.5% overhead (< 43 s) across all workloads.

6.4 Sensitivity and Ablation Studies

Impact of Low-Accuracy Models As a cluster-wide service, ModelKeeper should be robust to unfavorable settings where the accuracy of user-registered zoo models can be low (e.g., due to insufficient training). We follow the popular early-stop design in ML [44] to simulate unfavorable setups, where model registration takes place when jobs run to at most X minutes. Figure 19 reports the improvement of execution time across different degrees of unfavorable settings. Here, the x-axis value 40% indicates X is set to be the 60th percentile.
value in execution time distributions, so only 40% zoo models are trained to converge. We observe that: (i) improvement decreases as more zoo models have low accuracy. (ii) Keeper is more robust with our bucketing design as it exploits the similarity-accuracy sweet spot.

**Impact of Bucketing** Figure 20 reports that ModelKeeper delivers consistent improvement across a wide range of number of buckets $B$. Meanwhile, we notice that using the most accurate parent model (i.e., $B=2$) or the most architecturally similar parent (i.e., $B=20$) achieves suboptimal improvement, since it respectively undervalues the model similarity and accuracy in selecting the parent model.

**Impact of Zoo Capacity** Figure 21 reports the average improvement under different zoo capacities. The total size (i.e., 100%) of model zoos in NAS-Grid, V-Ensemble, and Flowers102 are 1.6GB, 17GB, and 31 GB, respectively. We observe that: (i) as expected, the improvement is more pronounced as we allocate more storage to ModelKeeper’s model zoo, but (ii) we can still achieve $\sim 2 \times$ improvement under severe capacity limits (e.g., 5% capacity aka $< 2$GB storage), since Keeper adaptively evicts suboptimal zoo models.

**Cross-Dataset Training Warmup** Figure 22 reports that ModelKeeper can benefit DNN training across datasets. Here, we warm start the training of Imagenet-mob-small models on CIFAR-100 using zoo models from the ImageNet32 workload, and notice $2.5 \times$ faster training on average. This is because front DNN layers capture general input features (e.g., color blobs of images), which are transferable to similar datasets [71]. While picking which dataset as the source for warmup is still an open ML problem [45, 78], ModelKeeper provides systems support for automated warmup transformation across ML tasks and datasets using the given model zoo.

## 7 Discussion and Future Work

**Support for Hyperparameter Tuning** ModelKeeper by default automatically searches and transforms the parent model for various training tasks. Meanwhile, the developer can specify which parent model to repurpose using the tag configuration in their request too (Figure 6), while enjoying the automated weights transformation. For example, we may want the same parent model for hyperparameter tuning jobs to eliminate the comparison bias and/or to ensure reproducibility. Moreover, as the training of the query model will be jump-started, it would be interesting to investigate how to adapt to better job configurations (e.g., scaling the learning rate in terms of the number of transformed layers [56, 66]) to further improve the training convergence.

**Model Sharing in the Wild** ModelKeeper repurposes a zoo of trained models to warm start the new training job. These zoo models can be maintained by the cluster provider, and/or contributed by users. For example, AWS SageMaker offers hundreds of pre-trained models for tasks like object detection and natural language processing [8]; HuggingFace Model Hub has gathered $\sim 70$K models shared by the community [2]. The former is more managed but expensive to include extensive models and tasks, while the latter has good extensibility but can exhibit great uncertainties (e.g., low-accuracy models). To the best of our knowledge, ModelKeeper moves the first step to automatically warm start the cluster-wide model training. However, further investigations on how to democratize it in the wild, such as for privacy and security concerns, are needed. To this end, one possible approach is to develop differential privacy-like solutions [11] (e.g., adding noise to the weights of the contributed models), which naturally leads to an interesting trade-off between privacy and the model quality.

## 8 Related Work

**Deep Learning Frameworks** Recent ML efforts have made considerable progress toward efficient inter-job scheduling [28, 49, 56, 74], intra-job computation placement [43, 50], communication optimization [40, 55], specialized execution backend [9, 18, 42], and timely inference [29]. However, they are mostly in-execution optimizations, and/or the total amount of training remains the same. Different from transforming tensors for faster computation (e.g., TASO [38] and PET [64]), ModelKeeper operates on model weights, and acts as a complementary service to accelerate cluster-wide DNN training.

**AutoML Systems** Retiarius [77] and AutoKeras [41] rely on the lineage of graph mutation to repurpose trained models, whereas they are limited to NAS tasks within individual jobs. Experiment Graph [22] identifies the reusable ML scripts and artifacts in platforms to speed up repeated executions,
so it focuses on the same job execution. As recent AutoML platforms, such as AzureML [59], Amazon SageMaker [1] and MLflow [75], provide a collaborative environment to simplify ML deployments, reusing artifacts can greatly speed up repeated executions (e.g., reuse scripts [22]). ModelKeeper is the first automated training warmup system to accelerate cluster-wide DNN training jobs across users, and improves Retiarii and AutoKeras further (§6.2).

**Transfer Learning** Transfer learning today mostly transfers the weight of the same model [71], from one source task to another target to alleviate the need for large training data. For a given parent model, network morphism [17, 66] introduces function-preserving transformation to construct child models while preserving the parent information. MotherrNet [65] further applies the network morphism to warm start model training, but is limited to ensemble training tasks. ModelKeeper tackles a more challenging scenario for various tasks in the wild, and achieves better performance (§6.2).

**Graph Matching** Graph matching is one of the NP-hard fundamental problems in graph analysis [61]. To speed up the matching, DAF [31] decomposes the graph into forests. Similarly, AED [57] divides global matching into local matching, and then aggregates the local matching decisions. However, they are insufficient due to the novel properties of DNN graphs, where pairwise matching prefers ordered alignment and allows partial weights transformation. ModelKeeper outperforms them in training speedup and throughput (§6.3).

9 Conclusion
In this paper, we introduce ModelKeeper to enable automated warmup of DNN training jobs at the cluster scale. ModelKeeper manages a collection of already-trained models from different developers and/or frameworks. Before training a model, it selects a high-quality trained parent model and performs structure-aware transformation of parent model weights to warm up the weights of new training models. Our evaluations across thousands of CV/NLP models show that ModelKeeper achieves $1.3 \times -4.3 \times$ faster training completion.
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A ModelKeeper Analysis

A.1 Design Criteria

At its core, ModelKeeper performs informed weight initialization for DNN models by repurposing a well-trained model’s weights. Intuitively, we note that

- This can be viewed as an instance of existing transfer learning (TL), where we transform the weight of a model on one dataset to train on “another” dataset (i.e., the warmup model has not viewed that dataset before its training takes place) [13]. More subtly, it is a simplified and complementary TL scenario under homogeneous data distribution and features, so existing TL theories can be applied to validate our effectiveness too.
- ModelKeeper transformation is an informed weight initialization, thus a special case of random initialization. As the rest of the training remains the same, the model should be able to reach similar final accuracy when the model converges.

Why ModelKeeper Can Help Convergence? We next present the theoretical analysis of model convergence to show why ModelKeeper can achieve faster convergence.

Corollary A.1. (Theorem 1 in [72]). Under widely-used DL assumptions (1) Smoothness: loss function $f(w)$ is $L$-Lipschitz smooth; (2) Bounded gradient variances: with constants $G > 0$, $\sigma > 0$, we assume $E[\|\nabla f(w)\|^2] \leq G^2$ and $E[\|\nabla F(w)\|^2 - \nabla f(w)\|^2] \leq \sigma^2$; and (3) Unbiased estimation: on mini-batch $\xi$, we have $E_{\xi \sim F}[\nabla f(w)] = \nabla F(w)$.

With learning rate $\gamma$ to $0 < \gamma \leq \frac{1}{L}$, then for iteration $T$, the model training convergence rate is:

$$\frac{1}{T} \sum_{i=1}^{T} E[\|\nabla f(w^{T-1})\|^2] \leq \frac{2}{T} (f(w^0) - f^*) + 4\gamma^2 G^2 L^2 + \frac{L}{N} \sigma^2 \gamma^2$$

Where $N$ is the number of workers in synchronized data-parallel training, $f^*$ is the optimal training loss.

From Corollary A.1, we can notice that, for the same model, training achieves faster convergence with a smaller initial loss value $f(w^0)$ in theory (similar to [53, 71]). Indeed, existing gradient variance reduction techniques in the ML community report a similar theory analysis [12]. Here, we empirically show that the initial training loss of the warmup query model, $f(w^0)$, will start from some basin of loss curvature (e.g., better accuracy in Figure 3 and smaller gradient variance in Figure 4), and theoretically analyze why this enables starting from the loss basin in Appendix A.2.

Admittedly, weight transformation can be lossy (e.g., due to incomplete matching), which breaks the parent model information. We note that capturing the exact convergence comparison herein is extremely challenging, which indeed is a fundamental open problem even in today’s transfer learning [25]. Nevertheless, many empirical analyses have reported consistently encouraging improvement [71], and transfer learning is widely-used. Intuitively, for front tensors that enjoy full information-preserving transformation, we can consider them as a prefix subnet, and this subnet holds the same output as the corresponding parent subnet. Therefore, these tensors can still potentially achieve faster convergence according to Corollary A.1.

How to Select Parent Models? In selecting the parent model, ModelKeeper prioritizes the model with (1) better model accuracy: this is because parent models with better accuracy enable smaller initial loss $f(w^0)$, thus allowing better convergence speed (Corollary A.1); and (2) larger architectural similarity and prefix preference: If we dive to the fundamental of model training, the output activations of a specific model tensor $i$ is $y^i = f_i(y^{(i-1)}Tw_i + b_i)$. Here, assuming the front $l - 1$ tensor are warmup, while $w_i$ is randomly initialized. The front subnet still enjoys better convergence, so we prefer a model with architectural similarity to maximize this potential. In the forward training propagation, $w_i$ leads to cascading information loss to subsequent tensors, so we prioritize the match of prefixes to minimize this loss. On the other hand, training front tensors is more difficult but more transferable, because gradient information becomes less informative as it is backpropagated through more subsequent tensors [25], which requires us to match subsequent tensors as many as possible to curb this divergence to the front tensors in backward propagation.

A.2 Information-Preserving Transformation

ModelKeeper employs width and depth operators to perform structure-aware weight transformation, wherein expanding the parent model performs the same to Net2Net [17]. Net2Net theoretically grounds that expanding transformation (e.g., more convolution channels or new convolution tensors) can preserve the parent model information for a wide range of tensors. Specifically, the depth operator tries to deepen a tensor $y^i = f_i(y^{(i-1)}Tw_i + b_i)$ using two tensors $y^i = f_i(Uf_i(v)) = f_i(v)$ for all vectors $v$. This property, $f_i$, holds for widely-used rectified linear activation in today’s DNN models. For example, to insert a new convolution tensor, we should set the convolution kernels to be identity filters. Readers can refer to Net2Net [17] for the theoretical analysis for the width operator. As such, in expanding the parent model, we may preserve the full parent model information.